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This extended abstract reports on a refinement of results on the structure of Milner’s process inter-
pretation of regular expressions, when restricted to 1-free expressions with binary star, that Fokkink
and myself used to solve Milner’s axiomatization question for 1-free regular expressions. Here we
transfer the property of preservation–under–bisimulation–collapse from a structural condition of ex-
pressible process graphs (the layered loop existence and elimination property LLEE) to the image of
the process interpretation of regular expressions with unary star, albeit to a compact variant of the
process interpretation and restricted to ‘under-star-1-free’ expressions. This technical result high-
lights a noteworthy feature of the process semantics in the context of that, as we showed earlier, the
image of the (unrestricted) compact process interpretation is not closed under bisimulation collapse.

In Section 1 we explain the process interpretation of regular expressions, and summarize the results
for interpretations of ‘1-free’ expressions with binary star obtained in [11]. Then in Section 2 we define
the compact process interpretation by using a shortcoming of the process interpretation as motivation.
Finally in Section 3 we explain the steps by which our main result is obtained via refined extraction of
regular expressions from process graphs with the layered loop existence and elimination property LLEE.

1 Introduction (the process interpretation of 1-free regular expressions)

In [13], Milner introduced a process interpretation P for regular expressions with constant 0, letters over
a given set A, and as regular operators the binary operators ` and ¨, and the unary operator star p¨q˚.
Informally, the process interpretation Ppeq of a regular expression e is defined by the following inductive
clauses: 0 is interpreted as a deadlocking process without any observable behavior, letters from the
set A stand for atomic actions that lead to successful termination; the binary operators ` and ¨ are
interpreted as the operations of choice and concatenation of two processes, respectively, and the unary
star operator p¨q˚ is interpreted as the operation of unbounded iteration of a process, but with the option
to terminate successfully before each iteration. We also add the constant 1 whose behavior is stipulated to
be that of 0˚, the immediately terminating process known as ε in process theory. Formally, Milner used
this intuition to define Ppeq by induction on the structure of regular expressions e as labeled transition
graphs with an immediate-termination predicate ó. Based on the so-defined process interpretation P,
Milner then defined the process semantics JeKP of a regular expression e as the behavior of Ppeq, and that
is as the bisimilarity Ø equivalence class rPpeqsØ of the labeled transition graph Ppeq.

The process interpretation Ppeq of a regular expression e refines the language semantics JeKL of e
(defined first by Copi, Elgot, Wright [3]) in the sense that traces to termination of the process Ppeq

correspond to words of the language JeKL. However, different from the language semantics J¨KL, in which
every regular language L (accepted by a finite-state automaton) is obtained as the language semantics L “

JeKL of some regular expression e, the process semantics J¨KP is incomplete: not every finite process graph
(corresponding to a non-deterministic finite-state automaton) is (J¨KP-)expressible and that is, bisimilar
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Figure 1: The process graphs G1 and G2 are not J¨KP-expressible. G3 is P- and Pf-expressible as G3 “

Pppa ¨ pc ¨ a ` a ¨ pb ` b ¨ pa ` aqqq˚q ¨ 0q “ Pfpa ¨ p. . .qf0q. So G3 is J¨KP-expressible, which then also holds
for its bisimulation collapse G4, the image of G3 via the indicated functional bisimulation. (Start vertices
are indicated by a brown arrow , vertices with immediate termination by with a brown ring.)

to the process interpretation of some regular expression. For example, the collapsed graphs G1 and G2 in
Fig. 1, are not J¨KP-expressible as shown by Bosscher [2] and Milner [13]. In contrast, G3 in Fig. 1 is P-
and hence J¨KP-expressible graph, and thus its collapse G4 there is J¨KP-expressible collapse G4 in Fig. 1
(we will recognize G4 as P-expressible later in Fig. 3). The failure of completeness led Milner to pose the
question of how the structure of J¨KP-expressible finite process graphs can be characterized. Although the
underlying expressibility problem is (difficult but) decidable [1], an answer to Milner’s characterization
question is complicated by the fact that bisimilarity can significantly alter the structure of process graphs.
It is easier to investigate the structure of P-expressible graphs that are isomorphic to ones in the image of
the process interpretation P, and within those to focus on bisimulation collapsed graphs.

Yet even the structure of P-expressible graphs is difficult to capture, because also the image of P is
‘incomplete’: it is not closed under bisimilarity, and not even under bisimulation collapse (see [8, 10]).
This notwithstanding, P can express directly, via isomorphism, many process graphs that exhibit com-
pact forms of sharing. Indeed, Fokkink and I have identified a structural property of process graphs
[11], the (layered) loop existence and elimination property (L)LEE,1 that can act as a useful proxy for
P-expressibility. We established a close link between LLEE and process interpretations of ‘1-free’ reg-
ular expressions with binary star f (see (I)p1q

Pf
, (E)p1q

Pf
below), and showed that LLEE is preserved under

bisimulation collapse (see (C)st below). For this purpose, we used a formulation Pf of the process in-
terpretation for regular expressions with binary star f (as originally used by Kleene [12] for ‘regular
events’). Informally the process interpretation Pfpe1

fe2q of a binary-iteration expression e1
fe2 denotes

the process that starts with unbounded iteration of the process denoted by e1, and, after termination, con-
tinues with the process denoted by e2. The formal definition of Pf in [11] interprets regular expressions e
with binary star as finite sink-termination process graphs Pfpeq, which contain at most a single vertex
with immediate termination that, furthermore, cannot be the start vertex. For 1-free regular expressions
e with binary star and their process interpretation Pfpeq, we showed the following statements in [11]:

(I)p1q

Pf
: Process interpretations Pfpeq of 1-free regular expressions e with unary binary star f are finite

sink-termination process graphs that satisfy LLEE.
(E)p1q

Pf
: From every finite sink-termination process graph G with LLEE a 1-free regular expression e with

binary star f can be extracted whose process interpretation Pfpeq is bisimilar to G.
(C)st: The class of finite sink-termination process graphs with LLEE is closed under bisimul. collapse.
(Exp)p1q

Pf
: A finite sink-termination process graph is expressible by a 1-free regular expression with bi-

nary star f if and only if its bisimulation collapse satisfies LLEE.

1Layered LEE (LLEE) is formally stronger than, but equivalent to, LEE. Yet LLEE is more expedient for proofs than LEE.
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The formulation of these results for regular expressions with binary star was motivated by two (related)
reasons: (i) for regular expressions with binary star f the condition to be ‘1-free’ has a clear-cut meaning
because the empty process ε is not definable if the constant 1 (which we use for ε) is absent (unlike de-
finability of 1 by 0˚ with unary star), and (ii) interpreting only 1-free regular expressions with binary star
entails a significant simplification of the topological structure of the obtained process graphs, namely that
LLEE holds, see (I)p1q

Pf
, which is not the case in general (as witnessed by easy counterexamples in [7]).

2 Compact process interpretation (motivation and definition)

The statements (I)p1q

Pf
and (E)p1q

Pf
above from [11] have established a close link (but not a bijective cor-

respondence) between the image of the process interpretation P, when restricted to 1-free regular ex-
pressions with binary star, and the property LLEE of process graphs. Now since LLEE is closed under
bisimulation collapse due to (C)st, the question arises of whether the image of P is also closed under
bisimulation collapse at least for the restriction to 1-free expressions. While we find here that the answer
is negative for P, we also obtain a positive answer for a slight variation P‚ of P that increases sharing and
produces more compact process graphs. But we know from [8, 10] that this result cannot be extended to
the full image of P‚. In this section we motivate and define the compact process interpretation P‚.

In order to relate our results directly to formulations of the process interpretation with unary star (like
Milner’s), we also define ‘1-free’ regular expressions with unary star, as interpretations of regular expres-
sions with binary star: every binary iteration subexpression e1

fe2 is replaced by a subexpression e˚
1 ¨ e2.

In doing so we keep in mind that the meaning of ‘1-free’ regular expressions originates from expressions
with binary star, and accept that expressions are constrained more than just by excluding 1 from regular
expressions with unary star. We also define ‘under-star-1-free’ and normed regular expressions.
Definition 2.1 (regular expressions). For every set A of actions, the set RExppAq of regular expressions
over A, and its subsets RExpp1qpAq, RExpp1z˚qpAq, and nd-RExppAq of regular expressions over A that are
1-free, under-star-1-free, and normed, respectively, are defined by the following grammars:

e,e1,e2 ::“ 0 | 1 | a | e1 ` e2 | e1 ¨ e2 | e˚ (where a P A) RExppAq

f , f1, f2 ::“ 0 | a | f1 ` f2 | f1 ¨ f2 | p f1q˚ ¨ f2 (where a P A) RExpp1qpAq

uf ,uf1,uf2 ::“ 0 | 1 | a | uf1 ` uf2 | uf1 ¨ uf2 | f ˚ (where a P A) RExpp1z˚qpAq

n,n1,n2 ::“ 1 | a | n ` e | e ` n | n1 ¨ n2 | e˚ (where a P A) nd-RExppAq

The following definition uses a transition system specification (TSS) for stipulating the process in-
terpretation for regular expressions, a natural variant of Milner’s definition that yields bisimilar graphs.

Definition 2.2 (process interpretation P). For every regular expression g P RExppAq, the process inter-
pretation Ppgq of g is defined as the (finite start-vertex connected) process graph xVpgq,A,g,Ñ,óy with
vertices Vpgq Ď RExppAq, start vertex g, transition relation Ñ Ď Vpgq ˆ A ˆVpgq and immediate termina-
tion relation ó Ď Vpgq that are defined via derivations in the transition system specification (TSS):

1ó

eió
pi P t1,2uq

pe1 ` e2qó

e1ó e2ó

pe1 ¨ e2qó pe˚qó

a a
ÝÑ 1

ei
a

ÝÑ ed
pi P t1,2uq

e1 ` e2
a

ÝÑ ed

e1
a

ÝÑ ed

e1 ¨ e2
a

ÝÑ ed ¨ e2

e1ó e2
a

ÝÑ ed

e1 ¨ e2
a

ÝÑ ed
e a

ÝÑ ed
e˚ a

ÝÑ ed ¨ e˚

The interpretation and extraction statements (I)p1q

Pf
and (E)p1q

Pf
for regular expressions with binary

star can be transferred to 1-free, and to under-star-1-free regular expressions with unary star. (For an
explanation of the loop existence and elimination property LLEE we refer to [11, 4] and to the appendix.)
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Figure 2: Example that highlights the reason why the process interpretation P cannot express all bisim-
ulation collapses of interpretations of under-star-1-free regular expressions, while its compact process
interpretation P‚ can do so: For P, transitions that depart from different strongly connected components
that are not nested (here colored indigo and darkcyan) carry trailing subexpressions of the different iter-
ations that describe (also) the scc’s (here ufa and ufb) although these iterations denote unreachable parts
in the not normed target expressions at the bottom left and right. This does not happen for P‚, because
in it trailing unreachable parts are dropped from expressions that are not normed.

(I)p1z˚q

P : Process interpretations Ppufq of under-star-1-free regular expressions uf P RExpp1z˚qpAq are finite
process graphs with actions in A that satisfy LLEE.

(E)p1z˚q

P : From every finite process graph G with actions in A and with LLEE an under-star-1-free regular
expression uf P RExpp1z˚qpAq can be extracted whose process interpretation Pfpufq is bisimilar to G.

A shortcoming of the process interpretation P as defined above is that it prevents sharing in situations
when an unnormed part like g ¨ 0 occurs jointly in separate and not nested iterations f ˚

1 and f ˚
2 of a regular

expression e. Then due to the rules for products and iterations in the TSS in Def. 2.2, the parts of Ppeq

that correspond to the occurrences of g ¨ 0 within f ˚
1 and f ˚

2 will carry along the iterations f ˚
1 and f ˚

2 ,
respectively, as unreachable parts, thereby preventing sharing of parts with the same behavior. A concrete
example is illustrated in Fig. 2. This phenomenon can be remedied by refining two responsible rules for
generating transitions in the TSS in Def. 2.2 in order to prevent propagating unreachable subexpressions.

Definition 2.3 (compact process interpretation P‚). For every regular expression g P RExppAq, the com-
pact process interpretation P‚pgq of g is defined as the (finite, start-vertex connected) process graph
xVpgq,A,g,Ñ,óy with vertices Vpgq Ď RExppAq, start vertex g, transition relation Ñ Ď Vpgq ˆ A ˆVpgq

and immediate termination relation ó Ď Vpgq that are defined via derivations in the TSS below that arises
from the TSS in Def. 2.2 by replacing each of the third and the fifth rule for generating transitions by two
versions, whose applicability depends on normedness of the underlying subexpression:

e1
a

ÝÑ ed (if ed is
normed)e1 ¨ e2

a
ÝÑ ed ¨ e2

e1
a

ÝÑ ed (if ed is
not normed)e1 ¨ e2

a
ÝÑ ed

e a
ÝÑ ed (if ed is

normed)e˚ a
ÝÑ ed ¨ e˚

e a
ÝÑ ed (if ed is

not normed)e˚ a
ÝÑ ed

It is not difficult to show that P‚ only increases sharing: by this we mean that Ppeq Ñ P‚peq holds for
all regular expressions e, that is, that there is always a functional bisimulation from Ppeq to P‚peq. As a
consequence, every J¨KP‚-expressible process graph is also J¨KP-expressible, and vice versa.

We note that for the under-star-1-free regular expression uf in Fig. 2, the compact process interpre-
tation P‚pufq of uf is indeed a bisimulation collapse, different from its process interpretation Ppufq.

The interpretation and extraction statements (I)p1z˚q

P and (E)p1z˚q

P also hold for P‚, and under-star-
1-free regular expressions. We only formulate (I)p1z˚q

P‚ here, since we refine extraction in the next section.
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G4 { xG4 P‚pufq “ Ppufq » G4

Figure 3: Refined extraction from a LLEE-witness xG4 of the graph G4 in Fig. 1, the bisimulation col-
lapse of graph G3 in Fig. 1, yields the under-star-1-free regular expression uf , and makes it possible to
recognize G4 as P‚-expressible, and also as P-expressible (since G4 has a single scc, the shortcoming
of P described in Sect. 2 is inconsequential here). Note the subtle differences between uf (the use of 1)
and the expression pa ¨ pc ¨ a ` a ¨ pb ` b ¨ pa ` aqqq˚q ¨ 0 (the occurrence of a ` a for a) whose process
interpretation is G3.

(I)p1z˚q

P‚ : Compact process interpretations P‚pufq of under-star-1-free regular expressions uf P RExpp1z˚qpAq

are finite process graphs with actions in A that satisfy LLEE.

3 Refined extraction yields collapse result for the compact interpretation

The crucial tool for obtaining our main result, image-closedness under bisimulation collapse of P‚ for un-
der-star-1-free expressions, is a sharpening of the extraction statement (E)p1z˚q

P that holds for the compact
process interpretation P‚. While (E)p1z˚q

P can be transferred to the compact process interpretation P‚

easily, a technical refinement of the extraction procedure is able to yield the following stronger statement:
(E`)p1z˚q

P‚ : From every finite process graph G with LLEE and with actions in A an under-star-1-free
regular expression uf P RExpp1z˚qpAq with unary star ˚ can be extracted such that G Ñ P‚pufq holds
(that is, there is a functional bisimulation from G to the compact process interpretation P‚pufq of uf ).

The refined extraction procedure from which this statement can be proved is a careful adaptation of the
extraction procedures from process graphs with LLEE as described in [11, 6, 9]. While the formulation
of this procedure is beyond the scope of this extended abstract, we refer to the recent report [10] where
the details are described in Appendix A.1. As for an example we refer to Fig. 3, in which we give the
under-star-1-free regular expression uf obtained by refined extraction from the collapsed graph G4 with
LLEE from Fig. 1, and illustrate that the compact process interpretation P‚pufq of uf is isomorphic to G4
itself. The concept of ‘LLEE-witness’ from [11] used in Fig. 3 is explained informally in the appendix.

Now in view of that fact that every functional bisimulation from a bisimulation collapsed process
graph is also an isomorphism, (E`)p1z˚q

P‚ directly implies the following statement:
(CE`)p1z˚q

P‚ : From every finite process graph G with actions in A and with LLEE that is collapsed an
under-star-1-free regular expression uf P RExpp1z˚qpAq with unary star ˚ can be extracted such that
G » P‚pufq holds (that is, G is isomorphic to the compact process interpretation P‚pufq of uf ).

Furthermore the collapse statement (C)st can be extended easily to all process graphs with LLEE:
(C): The class of finite process graphs with LLEE is closed under bisimulation collapse.
In this way we obtain our main result, and also an expressibility statement analogous to (Exp)p1q

Pf
:

(IC)p1z˚q

P‚ : The image of the compact process interpretation P‚, when restricted to under-star-1-free star
expressions in RExpp1z˚qpAq for action set A, is closed under bisimulation collapse, mod. isomorphism.
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(Exp)p1z˚q

P,P‚ : A finite process graph is expressible by an under-star-1-free regular expression with unary
star ˚ if and only if its bisimulation collapse satisfies LEE (and, by (IC)p1z˚q

P‚ , is in the image of P‚).

Hereby (IC)p1z˚q

P‚ follows directly from (I)p1z˚q

P‚ , (C), and (CE`)p1z˚q

P‚ . Finally (Exp)p1z˚q

P,P‚ follows, for “ñ”
from (I)p1z˚q

P‚ , and (C), and for “ð” from (CE`)p1z˚q

P‚ (or also from (E`)p1z˚q

P‚ ).
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